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Active skills for reading is an exciting five-level reading series that develops
learners reading comprehension and vocabulary skills.
It’s time to change the way we see babies. Drawing on principles developed by
the educator Dr Maria Montessori, The Montessori Baby shows how to raise your
baby from birth to age one with love, respect, insight, and a surprising sense of
calm. Cowritten by Simone Davies, author of the bestselling The Montessori
Toddler, and Junnifa Uzodike, it’s a book filled with hundreds of practical ideas
for understanding what is actually happening with your baby, and how you can
mindfully assist in their learning and development. Including how to: Prepare
yourself for parenthood–physically, emotionally, intellectually, and spiritually.
Become an active observer to understand what your baby is really telling you.
Create Montessori spaces in your home, including “yes” spaces where nothing is
off-limits. Set up activities that encourage baby’s movement and language
development at their own pace Raise a secure baby who’s ready to explore the
world with confidence.
From acclaimed author of A Wolf Called Wander, Rosanne Parry welcomes
readers into the Heartland in this tender coming-of-age story. When Brother's dad
is shipped off to Iraq, along with the rest of his reserve unit, Brother must help his
grandparents keep the ranch going. He’s determined to maintain it just as his
father left it, in the hope that doing so will ensure his father’s safe return. The
hardships Brother faces will not only change the ranch, but also reveal his true
calling.
How do K-12 students become self-regulated learners who actively deploy
comprehension strategies to make meaning from texts? This cutting-edge guide
is the first book to highlight the importance of executive skills for improving
reading comprehension. Chapters review the research base for particular
executive functions--such as planning, organization, cognitive flexibility, and
impulse control--and present practical skills-building strategies for the classroom.
Detailed examples show what each skill looks like in real readers, and sidebars
draw explicit connections to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS).
Reproducible planning and assessment forms can be downloaded and printed in
a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size.
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book is the best and most
successful guide to reading comprehension for the general reader, completely
rewritten and updated with new material. A CNN Book of the Week: “Explains not
just why we should read books, but how we should read them. It's masterfully
done.” –Farheed Zakaria Originally published in 1940, this book is a rare
phenomenon, a living classic that introduces and elucidates the various levels of
reading and how to achieve them—from elementary reading, through systematic
skimming and inspectional reading, to speed reading. Readers will learn when
and how to “judge a book by its cover,” and also how to X-ray it, read critically,
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and extract the author’s message from the text. Also included is instruction in the
different techniques that work best for reading particular genres, such as practical
books, imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science and mathematics,
philosophy and social science works. Finally, the authors offer a recommended
reading list and supply reading tests you can use measure your own progress in
reading skills, comprehension, and speed.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist
have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they
simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful
book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career.
You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it
• you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being
micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you
homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read
for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you
should be professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a
straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you
work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a
pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of
readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or
anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I
am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert
Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional
workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
"ACTIVE skills for reading is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners'
reading comprehension and vocabulary."--Container.
"Active Skills for Reading" is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners'
reading comprehension and vocabulary skills. Written by reading specialist Neil J.
Anderson, the new edition of this best-selling series uses an Active approach to help
learners become more confident, independent - and active-readers.
Active Skills for Communication is an exciting new three-level series that develops
learners speaking and listening skills.Written by ELT specialists Curtis Kelly and Chuck
Sandy, with series consultant Neil J. Anderson, the series uses the ACTIVE approach
to help learners become more fluent, confident-and active-speakers of English. Each
unit contains easy-to-follow, step-by-step activities that lead toward a major speaking
task. The tasks are based on real-life situations and are designed to increase self
confidence and foster positive attitudes towards learning English.
Active skills for reading is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners'
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reading comprehension and vocabulary skills.
"Active Skills for Reading" is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners'
reading comprehension and vocabulary skills. Written by reading specialist Neil J.
Anderson, the new edition of this best-selling series uses an Active approach to help
learners become more confident, independent - and active-readers. Active Reading: A
= Activate Prior Knowledge; C = Cultivate Vocabulary; T = Think About Meaning; I =
Increase Reading Fluency; V = Verify Strategies; and E = Evaluate Progress.
A tiny American town's plans for radical self-government overlooked one hairy detail: no
one told the bears. Once upon a time, a group of libertarians got together and hatched
the Free Town Project, a plan to take over an American town and completely eliminate
its government. In 2004, they set their sights on Grafton, NH, a barely populated
settlement with one paved road. When they descended on Grafton, public funding for
pretty much everything shrank: the fire department, the library, the schoolhouse. State
and federal laws became meek suggestions, scarcely heard in the town's thick
wilderness. The anything-goes atmosphere soon caught the attention of Grafton's
neighbors: the bears. Freedom-loving citizens ignored hunting laws and regulations on
food disposal. They built a tent city in an effort to get off the grid. The bears smelled
food and opportunity. A Libertarian Walks Into a Bear is the sometimes funny,
sometimes terrifying tale of what happens when a government disappears into the
woods. Complete with gunplay, adventure, and backstabbing politicians, this is the
ultimate story of a quintessential American experiment -- to live free or die, perhaps
from a bear.
Now with engaging National Geographic images, the new edition of the Great Writing
series helps students write better sentences, paragraphs, and essays. The new
Foundations level meets the needs of low-level learners through practice in basic
grammar, vocabulary, and spelling, while all levels feature clear explanations, student
writing models, and meaningful practice opportunities. The new edition of the Great
Writing series is the perfect writing solution for all learners from beginning to advanced.
Active skills for reading that develops learners' reading comprehension and vocabulary
skills.
Active Skills for Reading 3Heinle & Heinle Pub
Revealing glimpses of the Philippine Revolution and the Filipino writer Jose Rizal emerge
despite the worst efforts of feuding academics in Apostol’s hilariously erudite novel, which won
the Philippine National Book Award. Gina Apostol’s riotous second novel takes the form of a
memoir by one Raymundo Mata, a half-blind bookworm and revolutionary, tracing his
childhood, his education in Manila, his love affairs, and his discovery of writer and fellow
revolutionary, Jose Rizal. Mata’s 19th-century story is complicated by present-day
foreword(s), afterword(s), and footnotes from three fiercely quarrelsome and comic voices: a
nationalist editor, a neo-Freudian psychoanalyst critic, and a translator, Mimi C. Magsalin. In
telling the contested and fragmentary story of Mata, Apostol finds new ways to depict the
violence of the Spanish colonial era, and to reimagine the nation’s great writer, Jose Rizal,
who was executed by the Spanish for his revolutionary activities, and is considered by many to
be the father of Philippine independence. The Revolution According to Raymundo Mata offers
an intoxicating blend of fact and fiction, uncovering lost histories while building dazzling,
anarchic modes of narrative.
ACTIVE Skills for Reading is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners'
reading comprehension and vocabulary skills. Written by reading specialist Neil J. Anderson,
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the new edition of this best-selling series uses an ACTIVE approach to help learners become
more confident, independent--and active--readers. ACTIVE Reading A = Activate Prior
Knowledge C = Cultivate Vocabulary T = Think About Meaning I = Increase Reading Fluency V
= Verify Strategies E = Evaluate Progress
In her first novel since The Quick and the Dead (a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize), the legendary
writer takes us into an uncertain landscape after an environmental apocalypse, a world in
which only the man-made has value, but some still wish to salvage the authentic. "She
practices ... camouflage, except that instead of adapting to its environment, Williams’s
imagination, by remaining true to itself, reveals new colorations in the ecology around her.”
—A.O. Scott, The New York Times Book Review Khristen is a teenager who, her mother
believes, was marked by greatness as a baby when she died for a moment and then came
back to life. After Khristen’s failing boarding school for gifted teens closes its doors, and she
finds that her mother has disappeared, she ranges across the dead landscape and washes up
at a “resort” on the shores of a mysterious, putrid lake the elderly residents there call “Big
Girl.” In a rotting honeycomb of rooms, these old ones plot actions to punish corporations and
people they consider culpable in the destruction of the final scraps of nature’s beauty. What
will Khristen and Jeffrey, the precocious ten-year-old boy she meets there, learn from this
“gabby seditious lot, in the worst of health but with kamikaze hearts, an army of the aged and
ill, determined to refresh, through crackpot violence, a plundered earth”? Rivetingly strange
and beautiful, and delivered with Williams’s searing, deadpan wit, Harrow is their intertwined
tale of paradise lost and of their reasons—against all reasonableness—to try and recover
something of it.
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions white people
have when their assumptions about race are challenged, and how these reactions maintain
racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful book” (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist
educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to
understand racism as a practice not restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to
the defensive moves that white people make when challenged racially, white fragility is
characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including
argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial
equilibrium and prevent any meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration,
DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we
can do to engage more constructively.
"The most influential thinker, in my life, has been the psychologist Richard Nisbett. He basically
gave me my view of the world." -Malcolm Gladwell, New York Times Book Review Scientific
and philosophical concepts can change the way we solve problems by helping us to think more
effectively about our behavior and our world. Surprisingly, despite their utility, many of these
tools remain unknown to most of us. In Mindware, the world-renowned psychologist Richard E.
Nisbett presents these ideas in clear and accessible detail. Nisbett has made a distinguished
career of studying and teaching such powerful problem-solving concepts as the law of large
numbers, statistical regression, cost-benefit analysis, sunk costs and opportunity costs, and
causation and correlation, probing the best methods for teaching others how to use them
effectively in their daily lives. In this groundbreaking book, Nisbett shows us how to frame
common problems in such a way that these scientific and statistical principles can be applied
to them. The result is an enlightening and practical guide to the most essential tools of
reasoning ever developed-tools that can easily be used to make better professional, business,
and personal decisions.

Takes a step-by-step approach that centers on the essential processes and
organizational strategies of teaching students how to effectively transition from
paragraphs to essays.
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College Algebra provides a comprehensive exploration of algebraic principles and
meets scope and sequence requirements for a typical introductory algebra course. The
modular approach and richness of content ensure that the book meets the needs of a
variety of courses. The text and images in this textbook are grayscale.
ACTIVE Skills for Reading uses thematically organized non-fiction reading passages to
teach reading comprehension and vocabulary skills. Written by reading specialist Neil J.
Anderson, this innovative series uses an ACTIVE reading methodology to help learners
become more confident, independent, and active readers.
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